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ABSTRACT
The properties of shape memory alloy (SMA) wires have long been leveraged in a variety of
industries. Straight wires using the shape memory effect have been used as linear actuators in ap-
plications that range from valve actuation to robotic grippers, while wires using the pseudoelastic
effect have been used in medical devices such as guidewires and stents for years. While proper-
ties of straight wire-formed SMA are well understood, complex geometries developed from SMA
wire such as knits are less explored. Early experimental results indicate that such geometries have
structural advantages in bending and are more flexible than weaves and meshes (which use mostly
straight wire). SMA knits are therefore a good candidate for medical and bio-compatible devices,
as the human body often demands flexibility, particularly in limbs and joints. In addition, knitted
structures have the unique ability to be tailorable in both structure and material for improved shap-
ing and variation structural response compared with weave-based fabrics. Knitting techniques and
patterns developed in the textile industry allow for variable materials and geometries in the same
structure, allowing for a large range of tailored macro-structure responses based on knit pattern
alone.
Current models for these types of smart structures are simplistic, however. Out of plane de-
formation and 3D geometry of stitches are ignored, and contact interactions between stitches are
considered only as constraints on stitch motion. This work seeks to develop and validate a finite
element model for SMA knitted structures incorporating the Boyd-Lagoudas SMA transforma-
tion model. A representative volume element (RVE) is developed for common knit patterns, and
macro-structure response is explored and experimentally validated. This research provides a foun-
dation for better understanding fundamental capabilities and responses of knitted SMA structures,
allowing for better design, functionality, and customizability of the existing devices that use them




There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, Than are dreamt of in our philosophy.
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NOMENCLATURE
SMA Shape Memory Alloy
Stitch Single loop that is patterned or repeated in various ways to
compose a knitted structure
Knit A stitch type that results in a loop being pulled through the
front of the fabric. Often represented in patterns as a “V”
Purl A stitch type that results in a loop being pulled through the
back of the fabric. Often represented in patterns as a “–”
Course Horizontal group of stitches of a knitted structure
Wale Vertical group of stitches of a knitted structure
Garter The simplest knit pattern. It is comprised of alternating
courses of knits and purls
Stockinette Another basic knit pattern. It is comprised entirely of knits
Rib A slightly more complex knit pattern where courses alternate
knit and purl stitches. Often seen in sweater cuffs
Seed A slightly more complex knit pattern where courses and
wales alternate knit and purl stitches. Often seen in knitted
neckties
Cast-on A base chain of loops through which the first row will be
started
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Since its development in the 3rd century [1], knitting has revolutionized the capabilities of tex-
tiles. New garments, namely the stocking and sock [2], were developed as a result of the advent
of this technique by way of the seamless fabrics with an unmatched ability to stretch that were
created using knitting. The unique properties of knits are enabled by their interconnected looping
structure which, unlike the largely straight members that comprise woven fabrics, contains many
interlocked bends. Manipulating the structure by changing the way in which these loops connect
provides knits with the ability to tailor properties governing shape, stretch, and fit within a single
fabric via the stitch architecture or knit pattern [3]. Knitted structures themselves have long been
investigated from an engineering perspective, with geometric and mechanical models appearing in
the 1930s [4]. While their unique structure provides performance advantages, knit performance
is also influenced by properties of the base material [5]; in particular, by coupling knitting tech-
niques with smart materials, in this case shape memory alloys (SMA), new capabilities can be
explored. Though the study of SMA wires was popularized in the 1960s, knitted configurations of
this material are a more recent study [6]. As new applications emerge, reliably predicting the re-
sponse of these structures and motivating design decisions necessitates the development of models
accounting for actuation response and complex contact interactions.
Applications in compression garments and medical devices motivated some modeling of knit-
ted SMA, but models that incorporate actuation behavior and fully capture contact interactions
inherent in inter-stitch linking have yet to be developed.
1.1 Modeling Knitted Structures
Certain terminology is useful in accurately describing a knit structure. Knits are characterized
by repeating unit loops, or stitches, of a continuous thread-like medium interlocked in varying
ways to create a pattern. A knit stitch is a loop that is pulled through the front of the fabric, while
a purl stitch is a loop that is pulled through the back of the fabric. This is illustrated in figure 1.1,
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where knit stitches are depicted in gray and purl stitches are depicted in maroon. The use of knit









Figure 1.1: Course and wale shown on a garter pattern. Four wales and four courses are depicted.
Knitted loops are inherently non-linear in their behavior due to their geometry and resulting
interactions with surrounding stitches. Important considerations for modeling knitted structures
include three areas: single stitch geometry, fabric-level knit pattern, and material behavior.
1.1.1 Review of Knit Geometry Models
The Industrial Revolution, with its distinct focus on textile manufacturing, brought about a
search for descriptions for the geometry of knitted structures. Originally, many of these models
sought not only to provide some insight into fabric behavior, but to develop accurate estimates of
stitch lengths and yarn required for increasingly complex patterns. Three main types of knit models
were investigated in the early 20th century: geometric, mechanical, and energy loop models [4].
Geometric loop models sought to describe knit stitch shapes mathematically, while mechanical
models sought to describe changes in loop dimensions and stitch shape as a result of forces and
displacements, and energy models sought to improve upon mechanical models by using energy
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methods to solve for stitch response. In developing a basis for loop shape for this work, geometrical
models are of particular significance. Examples of popular models that led to the development of
the geometry used in this work are given below. Notably, each of the models discussed herein is
based on a stockinette architecture, described in section 1.1.2, which motivates choice in side plane
projection geometry.
Peirce developed an early three dimensional geometric model based on empirical observations.
This model defines stitch geometry as circular segments for needle and sinker loops with straight
segments for connecting legs when projected on a fabric plane [7]. The parameters of this model
are based on the angle between the knit centerline and the line between geometry-defining circle
centers, diameter of the geometry defining circles, and the angle between the centerline and the
connection point between loop and leg. Stitch curvature is assumed to be semi-cylindrical as if
pressed along the top half of a cylinder running along each course. This assumption coupled with
the geometry of the fabric projection proved to be over-simplified, however, as Leaf and Glaskin
demonstrated torsional inconsistencies with Peirce’s 3D geometry [8]. Choosing to maintain the
course-wise cylinder assumption (i.e. semi-circular side plane projection), Leaf and Glaskin de-
veloped a torsionally consistent fabric projection based only on circles. Parameters in this model
are largely based on angles to stitch contact and angles between centerline and the line between
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(b) Leaf and Glaskin’s model.
Figure 1.2: Projections of two geometric models of a knit stitch [7, 8].
Later models sought the simplicity and visual similarity to physical knits present in Peirce’s
model without the torsional inconsistencies. For example, Suh’s geometric model closely resem-
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bles Peirce’s with key exceptions: needle and sinker loops on the fabric projection are circular but
not centered at the leg intersection point, and stitch curvature in the side plane projection is not































Figure 1.3: Geometry based on Peirce’s model of a knit stitch.
The geometric model developed for this work must be compatible with stitch architectures
other than stockinette; therefore, no assumptions are made regarding side plane projection geom-
etry. Geometric considerations used in the FEA model in this study most closely resemble the
fabric plane projection of Peirce’s knit model, though key changes are made to ensure the needle
and sinker loops connect to the straight legs at points that are exactly tangent to prevent stress
concentrations1. The dominating geometric features, shown in figure 1.3, were chosen for sim-
plicity and visual resemblance to wire knits, which maintain a relatively constant bend radius and
do not kink as severely as yarn. The parameters for this geometry are loop diameter, a course
height parameter, a wale length parameter, course height, and wale length. These parameters were
chosen so that dimensions from experimental samples could be easily found. Concerns regarding
torsional inconsistencies of Peirce’s 3D model can be neglected without an assumed side plane
projection; side plane geometry is solved for in terms of displacement during FEA and therefore
1See appendix A for notes on the construction of the tangent line.
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must be torsionally consistent.
1.1.2 Knit Architectures
Knit architectures are combinations of the two types of stitches, knit or purl, that compose
a unit; when those units are repeated and/or combined, a pattern is created [10]. The most basic
pattern types have courses that are composed of only one type of stitch (i.e. knit or purl). Examples
of this basic type of pattern are garter pattern and stockinette pattern, which can be minimally
represented with two stitches.
A garter architecture uses courses of consistent stitch type where each course alternates be-
tween knit and purl. A single wale exhibits one plane of symmetry, shown in figure 1.4. This
architecture is less commonly seen in clothes than other architectures despite its simplicity. It is
the simplest architecture to construct via hand knitting; however, it may be less common because it
is inherently more complex to construct via machine knitting due to its courses alternating between














(a) Front view. (b) Side view.
Figure 1.4: Garter stitch schematic.
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A stockinette architecture is composed entirely of knit stitches and has one plane of symmetry
(figure 1.5b). This architecture is commonly seen in simple knitted clothing garments because it is














(a) Front view. (b) Side view.
Figure 1.5: Stockinette stitch schematic.
More complex patterns can be created by patterning these architectural units in a certain way.
A rib architecture, for example can be created by mirroring a stockinette wale over the right or
left side of the original stockinette stitch. The resulting pattern contains wales comprised of a
single stitch type and courses consisting of alternating knit and purl. Rib architecture can be
minimally expressed using four complete stitches. This architecture offers a uniquely high capacity
for stretch, allowing garments to remain fitted to the wearer after the donning process. This makes
it ideal for garment finishings, including sleeve cuffs, waist bands, and hat bands.
In a similar way, a seed architecture can be formed by treating a unit garter stitch in the same
way. The resulting pattern consists of both wales and courses that alternate knit and purl. Seed
architecture can also be minimally represented with four stitches. It is often used in knitted neckties




















Figure 1.6: Repeated patterns represented by four stitches.
Figure 1.7 provides examples of the appearance of such architectures when knitted into physical
fabrics. To better display the differences in these patterns, monolithic yarn (i.e. yarn comprised of
a single strand rather than many strands wound together) is used.
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(a) Garter stitch. (b) Stockinette stitch.
(c) Rib stitch. (d) Seed stitch.
Figure 1.7: Knit samples.
1.2 Overview of Shape Memory Alloys
Shape memory alloys are a class of metallic material with the ability to undergo a marten-
sitic phase transformation from a parent austenite phase [11]. This transformation can be induced
through stress-based or thermal stimuli (or a combination of the two) and generates a recoverable
9
transformation strain, providing SMAs with unique strain recovery and actuation capabilities. The
simplest cases of transformation exist when changes in stress or temperature are isolated from each
other. In isothermal conditions, a sufficient stress stimulus applied to an austenitic SMA sample
prompts the transformation into martensite, and upon removal of the stress, reverse transformation
occurs and the transformation strain generated during loading is recovered [11]. This response is
commonly referred to as the superelastic response of SMAs. In isobaric conditions, an austenitic
SMA sample generates up to 5% transformation strain upon cooling; when heated, the sample
recovers the transformation strain [11]. This type of cycling gives rise to the use of SMAs as
actuators.
1.3 Prior Studies on Knitted SMA
SMAs in a knitted form were first investigated in the 1980s for use in medical catheters [12].
As applications in medicine and later aerospace continued to emerge, efforts were made to model
the behavior of these structures as well. Section 1.3.1 introduces prior work on characterization
efforts of knitted SMA structures, section 1.3.2 describes some of these proposed applications, and
section 1.3.3 details the modeling efforts motivated by these advancements.
1.3.1 Investigations on Actuation Behavior
Early studies on actuation behavior of knitted structures were empirical investigations primar-
ily focused on a given knit architecture’s response to thermal stimuli [13, 14]. Subsequent works
sought to characterize actuation performance of a garter stitch architecture under low loads (i.e. on
the order of 1 N for a sample of 15 courses and 15 wales) and identify effects of stitch geometry on
actuation [15, 16]. Preliminary efforts to investigate the effect of shape setting, a technique com-
monly used to introduce a new zero-stress configuration to an SMA structure, on knitted structures
of a garter stitch architecture found a decrease in actuation displacement for structures shape set
with tension in the wale-wise direction compared with non-shape set structures [17]. An experi-
mental framework for design, characterization, and operation of knitted SMA actuators under low
loads has been proposed based on prior literature [18].
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1.3.2 Applications
Due to their flexibility in bending and pseudoelastic behavior, SMA knit structures are of par-
ticular interest for biomedical applications, particularly in-vivo implants. Traditional stents, for
example, in regions subject to large degrees of bending or body motion may apply excessive pres-
sure to tissue, leading to tissue rupture or device kinking, which can cause protrusions and punc-
tures [19]. Knitted stents can accommodate these bends appropriately, allowing for improvements
in challenging stent placements such as those in the esophagus [20]. Similarly, knitted vein graft
support meshes, used to provide a supportive radial inward force to veins in coronary bypass proce-
dures, have been shown to have longer operational life spans and greater kink resistance than their
braided counterparts [21]. Orthopedic implant spacers for stronger implant fixation [22], scaffolds
for tissue growth and regeneration [23], and high-stretch prosthetic devices [24] have also been
improved by the use of knitted structures comprised of smart materials.
Aerospace engineering applications of knitted smart materials often employ the active trans-
formation behavior of SMAs. For example, a rib stitch architecture overlaid on an aerodynamic
surface has been shown to enable flow control capabilities by actuating into the flow, causing a sur-
face displacement [25]. A challenging and important application for active knits is a mechanical
counter-pressure (MCP) bio-suit to enable space exploration [26]. Current space suits rely on air
pressure, making them bulky and challenging to don, doff, and maneuver in; an MCP suit would
form fit to the wearer and provide a controlled pressure while accounting for large deformations at
anatomic points of flexion.
At the juncture between aerospace engineering-motivated designs and biomedical engineering-
based designs sits the unique category of wearables enabled by active SMA knits. Compression
garments, commonly needed medical devices often used to improve blood flow, may behave in
ways similar to an MCP space suit. Active compression garments have been investigated in a
medical sense for treatment of orthostatic hypotension [27]. Additionally, such garments have
been proposed as a method of enabling future smart wearable design through improved active
fitting capabilities [28, 29, 30].
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1.3.3 Modeling Efforts of Knitted SMA
A two-dimensional analytical model was developed by Abel et al. to investigate a garter stitch
architecture [31]. This state-based model considers mechanical and thermal operations performed
on an initial state to model fabric extension at four material states. However, this model does not
capture the out of plane deformation of the knit nor capture the full transformation behavior of the
SMA. Additionally, a finite element model which incorporates a superelastic SMA model of a niti-
nol vein graft mesh was developed [32]. This model was developed as a design tool to investigate
the effects of parameters such as loop geometry and wire diameter on radial compression perfor-
mance of vein graft meshes. This model, however, does not account for the actuation features of
SMA, as it employs the Auricchio model of superelasticity [33]. In addition, current knit models
only account for a single stitch architecture in a fabric. To investigate more complex knit patterns
employing multiple architectures, new models must be developed.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The overarching goal of this work is to develop and experimentally validate a model that cap-
tures both non-linear geometric behavior due to large, unpredictable contact regions and non-linear
material behavior. This work will build off tools developed by previous researchers and will uti-
lize insights from previous studies in knitted SMAs. The research tasks completed herein are as
follows:
1. Develop FEA model of garter stitch geometry incorporating SMA model implementation.
2. Experimentally test actuation capabilities of representative knit samples from both a stress-
free (shape set) and stressed (non-shape set) configuration.
3. Compare results of FEA model with experimental results for multiple load cases.
Using the described stitch geometry and a garter pattern, a model accounting for contact inter-
actions and complex material behavior is constructed in ABAQUS. Representative loading cases,
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namely iso-force thermal cycles and block force tests with controlled force and displacement re-
spectively acting along the wale direction, are investigated using this model. Material properties
used in the model are determined experimentally through single-wire isobaric thermal cycles.
Garter-patterned knit samples composed of eight courses and eight wales are constructed of
SMA wire using hand-knitting techniques. One sample is heat treated to achieve a stress-free
(shape set) knitted state. Both shape set and non-shape set samples are subjected to the same
loading test performed in the model, and results are compared with model predictions.
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2. TOOLS AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT
2.1 SMA Constitutive Model
The formulation of the SMA model and relevant equations, described below, were developed
by Lagoudas et al. [11] using a Gibb’s free energy formulation. Hooke’s Law, which gives the
elastic relation between stress and strain while taking both thermal and transformation effects into
account and shown in equation 2.1, is instrumental in describing the elastic and transformation
strain response.
ε = S : σ + (T − To)α+ εt (2.1)
Here, S varies as a function of the martensitic volume fraction, ξ, σ is the stress tensor, T and To
are the current and initial temperature of the material, respectively, α is the coefficient of thermal
expansion in all directions denoted as a tensor, and finally εt is the current transformation strain
for a given ξ and load history.
Evolution of transformation strain is described by equation 2.2 and supported by equations 2.3
and 2.4.
ε̇t = ξ̇Λ (2.2)
Hcur =





where Hmin and Hmax refer to the minimum and maximum possible amount of transformation
strain, respectively, k is a model parameter found empirically, and σcrit is the minimum stress for













where εt−r and ξr are the remembered transformation strain and martensitic volume fraction cal-
culated from the most recent forward transformation, σ′ is the vector form of deviatoric stress, and
σ̄ is the von Mises stress.
As the Gibbs free energy formulation ensures thermodynamic consistency, the following con-
dition can be derived and used as transformation criteria:
Φ =

σ : Λ + 1
2
σ : S : σ + ρ∆SoT − (ρbMξ + µ1 + µ2)− Y for forward
−σ : Λ− 1
2
σ : S : σ − ρ∆SoT + (ρbAξ + µ1 − µ2)− Y for reverse
(2.5)
Equations 2.6 through 2.11 outline parameters necessary to solve for the thermodynamic consis-
tency condition seen in equation 2.5. They are related to changes in entropy and internal energy
due to temperature along with the differences of material properties found in an SMA’s martensitic
and austenitic form. More detail as to their physical meaning can be seen in the work by Lagoudas
et al. [11].
ρ∆So = −CHcur(σ̄) (2.6)
where C is the model parameter governing effect of stress on transformation surfaces and ρ is the
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density of the SMA being modeled.
ρbA = −ρ∆So(Af − As) (2.7)
where ∆ So is the difference in the compliance tensor between an SMA’s purely martensitic and
austenitic form, and As and Af refer to the temperatures at which an SMA begins and ends trans-
formation into austenite in a zero stress state, respectively.
ρbM = −ρ∆So(Ms −Mf ) (2.8)
where Ms and Mf refer to the temperatures at which an SMA begins and ends transformation into












ρ∆So(As − Af −Mf +Ms) (2.11)
With these parameters known, equation 2.5 can then be calculated for any given stress, temper-
ature, and martensitic volume fraction and used as transformation criterion; equation 2.12 states
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that Φ must be less than zero for any elastic case and equal to zero for any case where the SMA
is transforming from one phase to another, indicating that any positive value of Φ is non-physical
and if such a value occurs the direction of Φ should be switched.

Φ < 0 when ξ̇ = 0
Φ = 0 when ξ̇ 6= 0
(2.12)
This three-dimensional model is well suited for studying continuum elements, and its imple-
mentation as an ABAQUS user-defined subroutine (VUMAT) developed by Solomou is employed
in this work and further described in section 2.3.
2.2 ABAQUS/Explicit Formulation
The geometry that enables the large macro-scale deformations through high contact slip mecha-
nisms [34] inherent to the study of knits requires thoughtful modeling considerations. ABAQUS/Explicit
is particularly well suited to large, non-linear, quasi-static analyses [35]. This software uses a for-
ward Euler integration technique to solve the equations of motion through time:
Mü = P− I, (2.13)
where M is the lumped mass matrix, P is the external load vector and I is the internal load vector.
By solving for ü, nodal accelerations can easily be calculated through time. This method does not
require iterations for a solution but requires small time steps for solution accuracy.
2.2.1 Considerations for Analysis Computation Time
The requirement of small time steps for solution accuracy may become infeasible as the time
period of analysis increases. An analysis of T seconds, for example, requires N number of incre-
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1 + ξ2 − ξ), (2.15)
if damping is accounted for, where ωmax is the highest eigenvalue in the system and ξ is the fraction
of critical damping in the mode with the highest frequency. The total number of increments N
required for the analysis is T/t; therefore, efforts to improve computation time must reduce the
number of increments, thereby focusing on either increasing increment length, t, or decreasing
simulation total time, T .
Load Factoring
The process of load factoring decreases the total simulation time by applying the loads or
boundary conditions in a model in a shorter time period than the one used by the actual pro-
cess [36]. This method is only valid if there are no rate dependencies in the material and the
kinetic energy in the model is substantially less than (i.e. less than 5% of) the strain energy. Com-
parisons with ABAQUS/Standard or convergence studies can be used to determine the minimum
possible analysis time.
In this work, analysis time scale was determined iteratively and ultimately chosen to reduce
model dynamic instabilities, discussed in appendix C.
Mass Scaling
The most commonly used method of improving analysis time for quasi-static problems is mass
scaling. This method relies on the relationship between model density and wave speed to increase
time increment length, t. Since it is often not necessary or computationally feasible to compute
t exactly, the following reasonable estimate is made based on wave speed (cd) and characteristic
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This is the value utilized by ABAQUS/Explicit. A simple estimation of the wave speed for a linear






indicating that an increase material stiffness causes the time increment to decrease, while an in-
crease in material density increases the time increment. This method is also limited by the com-
parative value of kinetic energy against strain energy, as the solution of a quasi-static analysis must
not become dominated by system inertia.
Mass scaling techniques are employed in this work to improve computation time without af-
fecting analysis results. A comparative study was performed, and ultimately a factor of 10,000 was
chosen to scale the material density.
2.2.2 Domain Decomposition
To improve computation time, this work employs an ABAQUS feature called domain decom-
position. This feature allows for multiple topological domains to be analyzed simultaneously and
independently by multiple processors, subsequently passing relevant information along common
boundaries [39]. Eight domains were used for this analysis and chosen using the program’s au-
tomatic load balancing features which distribute computational processes across processors. The
domains chosen through this method are shown in figure 2.1.
2.3 Globally Explicit Implementation of SMA Constitutive Model
The implementation of the SMA constitutive model employed in this work was developed as
a user-defined material subroutine for ABAQUS/Explicit in the form of a VUMAT. The VUMAT
employs an implicit closest-point projection method for a return mapping algorithm to solve for
the stress response resulting from transformation. This algorithm uses a backward Euler integra-
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Figure 2.1: Domains utilized in ABAQUS/Explicit analysis.
tion scheme to develop a non-linear algebraic set of equations from the transformation evolution
equation that can then be solved using the Newton iteration method [11]. The resulting predictor-
corrector scheme that enforces the constitutive relationship of SMAs described in 2.1 is formatted
in FORTRAN for compatibility with ABAQUS.
2.4 Contact Formulation
The crux of this problem is the high contact between stitches. The relationships for describing
this contact employed by ABAQUS/Explicit is reported herein. The central equation of contact
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theory is the contact/penetration condition, shown in equation 2.18 as given by Wriggers et al. [40],
gN+ =

||x1 − x̂2t (ξ̄1, ξ̄2)|| for [x1 − x̂2t (ξ̄1, ξ̄2)] · n̄2 < 0
0 otherwise
, (2.18)
where ξ̄1 and ξ̄2 are natural local shape parameters of the master surface, x1 and x2 are position
vectors of the slave and master surfaces respectively, and n̄2 is the outward unit normal from
the master surface at the master point. This condition not only serves as a contact verification
condition, where gN+ > 0 is indicative of contact, but gN+ = 0 represents the classical non-
penetration condition. This equation is the fundamental supposition in evaluating contact forces.
2.4.1 Contact Stresses
Contact stresses can be expressed by the vector σ = pN n̄2 + tiā2i . The normal components are
represented by pN and the tangent components by ti. The stress vector acts on both surfaces, and
by Newton’s 3rd law yields σ1 = −σ2.
In the normal direction:
If the non-penetration condition is upheld, contact must occur when gN+ = 0; in this case,
pN must be non-zero. If adhesive stresses are neglected (i.e. simple compressive contact), the
Kuhn-Tucker condition for frictionless contact can be stated [40]:
gN+ ≥ 0, pN ≤ 0, gN+pN = 0 . (2.19)
Experimental formulations have been developed to evaluate pN as a function of material properties.




Here, cN and n are material parameters that must be determined experimentally.
In the tangential direction:
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A simplified form of the tangential slip function is expressed as:
gt =
˙̄
ξiā2i for i = 1, 2 , (2.21)
where ā2i is a tangent vector along the contact surface and
˙̄
ξi represents a change in shape param-
eters of the master surface along that vector. In the case of stick, gt = 0. In the case of sliding
friction, Coulomb’s law is used:




where µ is the frictional coefficient.
2.4.2 Enforcement Methods
Contact is accounted for in the weak form of the boundary value problem as a force applied on
the boundary. The forms presented in this report represent the integral forms as seen in the weak
formulation of the contact problem.
Hard enforcement
Strict enforcement of the no-penetration condition yields the following formulation for the
force as it is included in the weak formulation:
∫
Γc
(pNδgN+ + tT · δgT )dA . (2.23)
While this represents the most desirable case, it is often challenging and computationally expensive
to implement. Models with complex geometry or other properties reach better convergence with
less strict methods.
Penalty method
The contact condition that represents the penalty method relaxes the constraints of the hard
contact enforcement. In this case, the constraint on gN+ is violated and does not equal zero during




(εNgN+δgN+ + εTgT · δgt)dA, εN > 0, εT > 0 , (2.24)
where δgN+ is associated with the variation of the normal gap, and the slip condition,
∫
Γc
(εNgN+δgN+ + tT · δgt)dA, εN > 0 , (2.25)




(λNδgN+ + λT · gT )dA , (2.26)
The Lagrange multiplier is associated with the contact pressure, i.e. λN represents pN directly. The
tangential term is more complex. For a simple case, that is in the case of frictional slip, λT · gT
can be simplified to tT · gT .
2.4.3 Considerations for Implementation in FEA
When implemented in finite element analysis, contact often requires special considerations.
In early FEA implementations, users needed to define specific elements expected to experience
contact [42]. As simulations improved, level of user involvement decreased, and defined contact
pairs of parts or surfaces became sufficient [42]. Continued development in this area has led to
general contact formulations, where no user input is required to determine contact areas in the
model [42]. Most of these advancements are aimed at making contact analyses accessible and
simple to non-specialist modelers. An important consideration for FEA implementations of contact
develops from part geometry. In particular, FEA solutions are impacted by the need to mesh a part.
Contact Types
Knowing how two objects are expected to intersect each other and what geometry exists at
contact points greatly improves convergence behaviors in FEA solvers. The following types of ge-
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ometric contact are employed in commercial softwares and can be automatically detected without
additional user input.
Surface to Surface:
Surface to surface contact is the primary and most common form of general contact used in
FEA solutions. It is also the simplest to implement and offers the fewest issues with convergence.
However, some challenges still persist with this type of contact. Surfaces in contact do not always
have corresponding meshes; therefore mortar methods must be used to ensure solution accuracy at
these surfaces [42]. Convergence can be helped by using smoothing techniques and mesh refine-
ment [43].
Edge to Surface and Edge to Edge:
Edge based contact typically involves a line of nodes contacting either a surface or another
line of nodes. Revising the contact discretization method to rely on the line of nodes along the
edge in contact rather than a whole surface that is not affected can greatly improve convergence
and solution time. When two edges come into contact, it becomes important to consider their
orientation with respect to each other. When both edges are parallel (long line of contact), a radial
formulation, allowing the contact check to extend radially along the line of nodes, is used. When
the edges are not parallel and therefore cross at one or a few number of points, a cross formulation,
based on the cross product between the edges, is used to determine contact.
This type of contact can be extended to a vertex to surface formulation, where a single node is
the initial contact point.
Geometric Corrections
A significant problem in contact in FEA is overestimation of contact forces due to stress con-
centrations generated by artificial geometry produced by the mesh. For example, a perfectly cylin-
drical part will become discretized when meshed, and the resulting edges will impart stress con-
centrations onto a smooth surface when in contact. To combat this, smoothing techniques and
geometry resolutions are utilized [42].
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Contact Considerations Employed in This Work
Due to the large motions of the structure and large potential contact area, the continuum
element-based, explicit FEA model employed a general contact method, which considers con-
tact over the whole model. This formulation considers all three contact types, though surface-to-
surface is the dominating type in this analysis because of the 3D continuum elements utilized. A
hard enforcement method was used for contact in the normal direction; simple geometry of the
contact surfaces (i.e. cylindrical in the near field) minimized risk of convergence issues with this
enforcement method. To develop the tangential contact properties, a comparison between a model
accounting for friction and one neglecting friction were considered. The model accounting for
friction was significantly more computationally expensive compared with its frictionless counter-
part, and in simple simulations results were comparable. However, for more complex simulations
such as thermal cycles, friction was critical in damping out vibrations due to loading, and for the
subsequent models was therefore included. The friction coefficient employed in this work was 0.2.
2.5 Model Features
2.5.1 Geometric Parameters
Stitch geometry used in this study is defined by four measurable parameters: loop diameter,
wire diameter, a wale length parameter, and course height. The values of these geometric parame-
ters were chosen to correspond with the measured values of the experimental sample. Additional
parameters, the course height parameter and wale length, were determined using the measured
parameters and simple geometric relationships.
Two complete stitches, a knit and a purl, comprise the garter stitch RVE. The knit stitch is split
along its medial course-wise axis, forming two separate components: a segment comprised of the
needle loop and a segment comprised of the two sinker loops. The needle loop segment of the knit
stitch is positioned at the base of the RVE at a 30o rotation out of the front face of the fabric. The
purl stitch is positioned at a 30o rotation into the fabric plane such that the needle loop segment of
































Figure 2.2: Stitch geometry employed in model. Quantities measured from experimental sample
are shown in red.
Table 2.1: Geometric parameter values for shape set model.
Bend diameter 0.00395 m
Wire diameter 0.0003 m
Course height parameter 0.00412 m
Wale length parameter 0.00226 m
Course height 0.00867 m
Wale length 0.00621 m
of the purl stitch. The sinker loop segment of the knit stitch is positioned at the upper surface of
the RVE at a 30o rotation out of the front face of the fabric such that an upward translation of this
segment along the fabric plane brings the sinker loops of this segment into contact with the needle
loop of the purl stitch. The initial RVE geometry is shown in figure 2.3.
2.5.2 Application of Periodic Boundary Conditions
For this representative unit of a large fabric, boundary conditions were carefully considered to
represent continuous fabric response away from fabric ends. To achieve a response that replicates
the linked behavior of stitches, periodic boundary conditions were employed. These conditions
were formed by applying an equation-based constraint such that motion of one point resulted in the
opposite motion of the linked point, as would be seen in uniaxial stretching (both horizontally and
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Table 2.2: Geometric parameter values for non-shape set model.
Bend diameter 0.00437 m
Wire diameter 0.0003 m
Course height parameter 0.00296 m
Wale length parameter 0.00348 m
Course height 0.00793 m
Wale length 0.00785 m
(a) Isometric view. (b) Side view. (c) Front view.
Figure 2.3: Initial 3D geometry of a shape set garter stitch before deformation.
vertically) of a fabric. This motion is controlled by forces and displacements applied to a reference
point included in the constraint equations. Figure 2.4 shows regions where these conditions were
applied; circles of the same color indicate linkage via condition equation. The equations applied
to the node pairs have the following form:
ui1 − ui2 =uiRP for controlled directions
ui1 =u
i
2 for uncontrolled directions
Here, ui1 represents displacement or rotation of the first node in a node pair where i is the direction.
Controlled direction is wale-wise for red and pink indicators shown in figure 2.4 and course-wise
for green and blue indicators. Uncontrolled directions are all other translations and rotations at
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these points, and uiRP represents the displacement of the reference point. In this way, displace-
ments of node pairs are linked and controlled through a reference point, while their rotations are
linked such that wire ends (which represent a connection to another stitch) remain parallel to their
paired wire end. In the simulation, these conditions were applied through discrete rigid surfaces
Figure 2.4: Periodic boundary conditions link stitch ends to simulate a continuous fabric. Circles
of corresponding colors represent a constrained pair.
connected to ends of wires. Constraint equations governed the motion of reference points on the
discrete surfaces, which enforced continuity between deformable, periodically linked stitch ends.
This method of enforcing periodic boundary conditions was superior to individual node-based link-
ing methods, which resulted in excess stress concentrations that were not representative of fabric
behavior.
2.5.3 Mesh Parameters and Convergence Study
The model was meshed using continuum solid hexahedral elements. The element type cho-
sen for this simulation was C3D8I, denoting a 3-D, 8-noded incompatible mode element. This
element type was chosen for its good performance in benchmarking bending problems [44] com-
pared with its C3D8 counterpart, as the incompatible mode feature reduces problems related to
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shear-locking and improves bending performance. Beam elements were initially considered for
this problem. Ultimately, however, this element type was inconsistent with the existing material

































Figure 2.5: Mesh convergence study. Magnitude of reaction force plotted at each frame number
for runs with 1152, 1440, 1728, 2016, and 2304 elements.
A mesh convergence study was performed to determine an appropriate mesh size. Five mesh
sizes, ranging from 1152 to 2304 elements, were considered in a simple simulation in which the
RVE was stretched to an arbitrary prescribed length. For the model with 1152 elements, elements
were too large to engage contact. Convergence is achieved for models with 1440 elements or
greater. Figure 2.5 shows the reaction force at a given frame in the solution. Large variations
indicating potential model instability can be seen in this figure, and these are further discussed in
appendix C. Simulations carried out in this work used 1664 elements.
2.5.4 Model Adjustments for Non-Shape Set Knit Structures
The non-shape set knit structures differ from their shape set counter parts in that the stresses
incurred through the knitting process are retained in the structure and not alleviated by a heat treat-
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ment. In the shape set analyses, the stress-free initial structure is easily obtained through controlled
geometry input. In the non-shape set analysis, however, the initial stress state must be accounted
for. Therefore, an analysis must be run to simulate knitting the structure to obtain the initial stress
state. In the experimental sample, the fully martensitic material de-twins to accommodate the
stresses associated with knitting. Because the de-twinning phenomenon is not accounted for in
the SMA constitutive model, however, the initial stress state is determined using an austenitic wire
model that transforms to martensite with sufficient stress. This stress state is likely more similar to
the de-twinned stress state than a fully elastic analysis performed in martensite; in addition, upon
heating of the experimental sample, the de-twinned, high stress regions of the knit loops are likely
to either remain in martensite or easily transform due to increased stress upon subsequent loading.
Therefore, the loaded and hot configuration of the model as described is likely similar in stress and
martensitic volume fraction to the real world implementation of this structure.
The knitting process was simulated using semi-circular analytical surfaces that push an initially
straight wire segment composed of 1664 continuum elements to form the prescribed geometry of
a single stitch. The initial wire configuration and the surfaces used to form the stitch geometry in
this analysis are shown in figure 2.6a. The resulting stress state and material model state variables
are used in subsequent analyses for the non-shape set wire. The initial stress state resulting from
forming the stitch is depicted in figure 2.6b, and the martensitic volume fraction of the stitch is
shown in figure 2.6c. It can be seen that stress-induced transformation does occur at some regions
of the needle and sinker loops.
Three instances of this stitch with relevant stress and transformation information are then
placed to form an extended (i.e. three whole stitches) version of the garter RVE. Internal surfaces
are created at the course-wise mid-plane of the top and bottom stitch (both knit stitches) and tied
to rigid analytical surfaces. Figure 2.7 shows this extended RVE configuration. Due to the location
of the smaller diameter surfaces through the legs of the knit stitches, data is taken only from the
true (i.e. not extended) RVE region. Reference points on these surfaces coupled with a controlling
reference point form the periodic connections described in section 2.5.2. The iso-force and block
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(c) Martensitic volume fraction resulting from forming pro-
cess.
Figure 2.6: Results of the non-shape set forming analysis.
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Figure 2.7: Initial RVE geometry of non-shape set wire shown with surfaces tied to maintain
contact between sinker loops and needle loops of stitches.
force analyses can then be performed from this new reference state.
2.6 Representative Load Case Simulations for Shape Set Wire
Analyses performed were designed to replicate the experimental load cases as closely as pos-
sible; material properties used in this analysis were found experimentally and are described in
section 3.1.3. Due to the expensive nature of the knitting problem, the analyses performed in this
work utilized the restart capability of ABAQUS/Explicit to avoid repeatedly solving aspects of the
simulations that were common to all runs. The flow of analyses performed is described by figure
2.8. Two wale-length constraint conditions were studied for all load cases. In the unconstrained
condition, wale length is allowed to shorten as the RVE is loaded; minimum wale length is en-
forced through geometric constraints, i.e. sinker loops are prevented from sliding fully through the
needle loop. In the constrained configuration, wale length is fixed at the initial value, prohibiting



















Figure 2.8: Flow chart showing hierarchy of restart jobs for the shape set knit.
change in displacement generated due to structural advantages and the change in displacement due
only to transformation.
2.6.1 Pre-Load
The garter stitch geometry was modeled in ABAQUS as described in section 2.5.1. This initial
geometry, unlike a physical knitted structure, does not contain any surfaces in contact. Therefore,
it is necessary to initialize a state that is representative of a knit structure under no or very light
load. A pre-loading analysis was performed and utilized as the initial state (via the restart function
of ABAQUS) for each subsequent analysis. In the pre-load state, the controlling reference point is
displaced such that the knit stitch segments of the RVE just come into contact with the purl stitch.
A second step then applies a load to the controlling reference point of 0.5625 N, the analog of
12.5 MPa through the legs of the stitch. All iso-force and block force analyses are initialized from
this pre-loaded state.
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Figure 2.9: Initial RVE geometry of shape set wire shown with surfaces tied to maintain contact






Figure 2.10: RVE configuration in the pre-loaded state. Contours represent Mises stress in Pa.
2.6.2 Iso-Force Analyses and Results
In the iso-force analyses performed, temperature was initially set to 167oC (440 K) to ensure
a completely austenite state. A prescribed load was then applied to the controlling reference point
over one time step and held for one time step. The load was then held constant as the temperature
is reduced to 57oC (330 K) over one time step and held for another before heating again to 167oC
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(440 K) over one time step and held for another. This test was performed for a sequence of
increasing loads, beginning from 4.5 N per stitch (equivalent to 36 N applied to a fabric of eight
stitches per course), which is representative of each stitch leg bearing 100 MPa, and increasing
incrementally to 13.5 N per stitch, which is representative of each stitch leg bearing 300 MPa.
Results
A comparison of the results of the six analyses performed for the iso-force thermal cycles of
the shape set RVE is presented in this section. None of the curves exhibit smooth forward trans-
formation. Reverse transformation exhibited increased smoothness, especially for the constrained
cases.
Figure 2.11 depicts the normalized displacement of a single RVE as temperature is cycled,
where the length of the RVE is normalized by the value of the RVE length at initial extension
before temperature is cycled. The magnitude of displacement due to transformation of the con-
strained models is considerably lower than that of the unconstrained. This is an obvious effect
of constraining the allowed structural displacement. The constrained models all exhibit similar
transformation-induced displacement magnitudes despite variation in load, indicating that struc-
tural displacement is a major contributing factor to percent length during transformation compared
with initial loading. This idea is further exhibited in the unconstrained models, where the analysis
performed at the lowest load experiences the most normalized displacement during transformation.
The structural extension due to only initial loading is the least at the lowest load case; since there is
still structural displacement that is allowed in this state, the coupling between structural displace-
ment and transformation displacement then allows this load case to increase its original length by
a higher percentage than the analyses performed under higher loads. As the load increases toward
the load at which the maximum structural displacement is achieved upon initial loading, the struc-
tural displacement during transformation decreases, driving the extension due to transformation
toward a constant value.
Figure 2.12 shows the geometry of the unconstrained RVE overlaid with a Mises stress con-
tour at key points in the transformation cycle for the lowest applied load case. The difference in
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structural displacement between the unloaded initial state and the loaded initial state is apparent
from the geometry. The difference in the geometry of the cooled state is even more stark, and how
displacement would be generated due to geometric deformation can be clearly seen, as the radius
of curvature of all loops has decreased significantly, effectively increasing the length of the legs of
the stitches. As expected, the loops experience the highest stresses in the RVE while the stitch legs
experience the lowest.
Figure 2.13 shows the geometry of the unconstrained RVE overlaid with a contour indicating
martensitic volume fraction for the same load case. The RVE is shown to start in austenite, remain
fully in austenite upon loading, and transform fully to martensite upon cooling. Notably, however,
full reverse transformation is not achieved upon heating, and significant portions of the needle and
sinker loops remain martensitic. This accounts for the unrecovered transformation displacement
exhibited by all models. As the structural displacement increases during transformation and the
radius of curvature of each of the loops reduces, the stress increases in these regions, seen in figure
2.12, driving the temperature required to induce transformation higher. Therefore, the temperature
of the RVE at the beginning of the analysis is no longer sufficient to fully transform the material.
Further heating would result in full transformation provided that the geometric deformations are
such that the forces due to transformation in the loops are sufficient to recover the initial geometry.
It is possible that the geometry change may render this recovery impossible for certain load cases.
Figure 2.14 shows the geometry of the constrained RVE overlaid with a Mises stress contour at
key points in the transformation cycle for the lowest applied load case. Compared with the uncon-
strained geometry at these points shown in figure 2.12, significantly less structural displacement is
seen at all states. Additionally, significantly smaller regions of the needle and sinker loops of each
stitch saw high stresses after cooling, and these stresses were of a lesser magnitude than those seen
by the unconstrained cases. Upon heating, a configuration very similar to that of the initial load is
exhibited.
The martensitic volume fraction contour indicates that in fact, more regions fully recovered
into austenite for the constrained case than the unconstrained case. This is directly attributed to the
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smaller regions of stress concentrations exhibited in the constrained case. For the same temperature
cycle, the constrained case recovered considerably more displacement generated due to transfor-
mation than the unconstrained case did, and only a slight increase in cycle finish temperature would
yield full recovery for this model. Figure 2.15 depicts the geometry of the constrained case loaded
at the lowest value with a contour representing martensitic volume fraction for key points in the
load cycle. While the fully heated RVE appears to be fully austenitic, some martensite remains at
points of contact.
As discussed, smooth transformation is not achieved during any model run, particularly in
cooling. This is likely due to the coupling of contact, stress, and transformation; as elements slide
past each other (a result of transformation) in contact, the stress experienced by that element may
quickly decrease as contact is lost, potentially inducing transformation in that element and thereby
generating transformation strain. Because the unconstrained models allow considerably more inter-
element sliding, this mechanism of non-smooth extension occurs more frequently throughout the
cooling cycle. Figure 2.16 shows the constrained model at frames preceding and at the point where
this discontinuity occurs. In the pre-event frame, the sinker loops of the upper knit stitch and the
needle loop of the middle purl stitch are not fully transformed. In the event frame, the decreased
radius of curvature at the bends indicates some slip has occurred; simultaneously, these bends have
transformed into martensite.
2.6.3 Block Force Analysis
In a typical block force test, a prescribed displacement is imparted on the sample; a thermal
cycle then induces actuation, and the resulting maximum force generated is the blocking force. The
block force analysis performed developed the prescribed displacement from the corresponding iso-
force analysis. Since it is advantageous to initialize both an experiment and a modeled simulation
involving SMAs from the austenite parent phase, the simulation began at high temperature. The
controlling reference point was then loaded to 4.5 N as in the iso-force analysis and the RVE was
cooled to 57oC (330 K). The displacement of the controlling reference node was then fixed in
this position as the RVE was heated to 167oC (440 K). Because the prescribed displacement was
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developed from the iso-force analysis, this analysis utilized the restart function of ABAQUS and
restarted from the fully cooled increment of the iso-force test performed using a load of 4.5 N.
Output force was measured as a sum of the applied force and the reaction force imparted due to
transformation.
Results
As expected, the constrained model generated more force than the unconstrained model upon
heating. The constrained model generated 64.4 N of force while the unconstrained model gen-
erated 23.6 N of force for one RVE at the temperature of 167oC. Neither model achieved the
maximum possible force, and additional heating could generate still more force. The slope of
the unconstrained model, however, indicates that it was approaching its peak force production at
the temperature at which the analysis ended. As in the iso-force results, contact interactions and
element sliding are present, preventing complete smoothness.
2.7 Representative Load Case Simulations for Non-Shape Set Wire
Analyses performed to model the behavior of non-shape set wire were initialized from the non-
zero stress and internal variable state obtained through the stitch forming procedure described in
section 2.5.4. In a similar way to the shape set simulations, the restart capability of ABAQUS/Explicit
was utilized to reduce computation time. The order of restarted analyses is shown in figure 2.18.
Simulations for each representative load case were performed using both a constrained and uncon-
strained wale length. Material parameters were determined experimentally and are described in
section 3.1.3.
2.7.1 Prestrain
A displacement analysis was performed to initiate contact between the stitches in the RVE.
No mechanical load was applied during this analysis. The initial stress state applied to each stitch
caused a distinct flattening of the stitch geometry, inhibited by contact forces of connecting stitches,
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2.7.2 Iso-Force Analyses and Results
The extended RVE was studied under thermal cycles performed with a constant load applied
to the controlling reference point. Temperature was initially set to be 147oC (420 K); load was
then applied over the length of one time step. The RVE was then cooled to 42oC (315 K) over
one time step and subsequently heated to 147oC (420 K) again over one time step.This analysis
was performed for three constant loads: 4.5 N, 9.0 N, and 13.5 N. These correspond to values of
36 N, 72 N, and 108 N respectively for a sample comprised of eight wales for an approximate
comparison to 100 MPa, 200 MPa, and 300 MPa values of stress in the stitch legs.
Results
The iso-force analyses of the non-shape set model behave differently than those of the shape
set model, particularly with respect to reverse transformation. As in the shape set model, forward
transformation is not smooth. Reverse transformation does not result in a significant recovery of
displacement generated during forward transformation despite evidence of martensite transforming
into austenite in the stitch legs. This may be due to an inability to recover geometric deformations,
i.e. insufficient forces to recovery geometry were present during transformation. This may also
be a result of interference from the extended sections of the RVE, which were not constrained
properly, or may result from some other analysis inaccuracy. Possible reasons and solutions for the
lack of reverse transformation are still being investigated.
Normalized displacement results for all unconstrained and constrained iso-force analyses of
the non-shape set model are shown in figure 2.19. As in the unconstrained shape set structure,
percent length due to thermal cycling decreases with increased loading; however, in the non-shape
set structure, this decline is far more severe. This may be due to the high stress initial state applied
to these analyses; as the RVE is loaded before thermal cycling, it becomes more likely to transform
into martensite through stress-induced transformation. As the load level increases, more marten-
site is likely to form due to this phenomenon. Upon cooling, these already transformed sections
are not available to generate transformation strain as they have already transformed. Therefore,
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displacement due to transformation declines with increasing load. The constrained non-shape set
results also indicate a decline in percent length in the cool state as load increases, and unlike the
shape set results, the constrained 108 N run outperforms its unconstrained counterpart. (A 72 N
run was not performed due to limits on computing resources.) This change in performance during
thermal cycling under high loads is likely due to the fact that the unconstrained models transform
more during loading than the constrained models; therefore, the constrained models are able to
generate more martensite upon cooling.
As described above, wale length was allowed to decrease to enable maximum structural exten-
sion in the unconstrained analyses. Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show the geometry of the RVE section
of the extended RVE overlaid with Mises stress and martensitic volume fraction contours. Certain
regions in the bends experience very high stresses above 2 GPa, but these are excluded here for
clarity of the contour. As expected, stresses remain highest in the loop segments of the stitch. Upon
reverse transformation, the stitch legs are greatly relaxed in stress while the bends remain stressed.
In fact, an additional heating analysis was performed on this configuration to induce additional
transformation; however, no further displacement was recovered and the loops only increased in
stressed, indicating some binding mechanism inhibiting motion of the geometry. A possibility
for this mechanism could be the sever over-stressing of the loops, preventing any recovery of the
original geometry of this analysis. Comparing the geometries of the fully cooled and fully heated
RVEs, the general shape is observed to be similar and minimal if any lengthwise contraction is
apparent. The wale-wise distance between sinker loops has increased in the heated configuration
and stress has greatly increased in the loops at this point, indicating that due to geometry, forces
were insufficient to significantly recover geometry and manifested as high stress regions instead.
Importantly, unlike the shape set samples, martensite is clearly present in the initial configuration
of this analysis. Upon cooling, the sample is fully transformed into martensite. Loop regions
contain higher concentrations of martensite after heating than in the loaded configuration.
The geometry resulting from the constrained analysis under a 36 N load is shown in figures
2.22 and 2.23, overlaid with a stress and martensitic volume fraction contour respectively. From
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figure 2.19, the constrained configuration is shown to recover small amounts of displacement, not
experiencing the binding phenomenon of the unconstrained analyses. Due to the constrained wale
length, high stress regions appear at contact points between needle and sinker loops, i.e. there
are two high stress regions in the needle loops separated by a region of lower stress, unlike the
unconstrained model which has a continuous high stress region across each needle loop. This
separation of high stress regions allows the center portion of each needle loop to reverse transform
upon heating, unlike the unconstrained analyses which saw almost no transformation in loop bends.
However, much like the unconstrained analyses, significant geometric recovery is not achieved.
2.7.3 Block Force Analysis and Results
The block force analyses of the non-shape set knit structure were performed for both uncon-
strained and constrained configurations and were restarted from the cooled state of the respective
36 N iso-force analyses. In the cooled state, the displacement was fixed in the wale-wise direction.
The extended RVE was then heated and force output was measured as a summation of the applied
force and the reaction force of the RVE (not extended RVE).
Results
Results of the block force analysis of the non-shape set structure are depicted in figure 2.17.
As expected, the constrained model outputs more force than the unconstrained model. However,
the unconstrained model only barely increases force output as temperature increases. This may
result from a similar binding effect experienced by the unconstrained iso-force analyses, where
transformation forces were insufficient to induce significant geometry change. Since geometric
deformation is a large contributor to displacement during transformation, one can reasonably ex-
pect that geometric recovery upon reverse transformation would impart the most force during a
block force test. Very little geometric recovery occurred in the unconstrained block force analysis,
much like the unconstrained iso-force analysis performed at the lowest force. Therefore, very lit-
tle actuation force was produced and can all be attributed to material transformation in the stitch
legs. The constrained model produced considerably more force. However, force is imparted almost
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immediately, possibly indicating that the sample was insufficiently cooled into a fully martensitic
state before the block force analysis. Further investigation showed an average martensitic volume
fraction of 0.97 before heating, confirming that further cooling was needed for full transformation.
The unconstrained model also suffered from insufficient cooling.
2.7.4 Discussion
Non-shape set structures experienced higher stresses (due to the initial stress state) and more
stress induced transformation upon loading that shape set counterparts. This contributed to more
geometric deformation and less recovery at lower loads. At higher loads, displacement during
transformation of non-shape set structures was dominated by transformation in stitch legs.
Non-shape set structures were also shown to produce less force during block force analyses
than shape set structures. In both shape set and non-shape set structures, constrained analyses pro-
duced more force than unconstrained analyses. Therefore, shape setting a knit fabric and applying
constraining boundary conditions tend to increase the amount of force produced upon actuation.
Challenges with these various analyses may negatively impact model comparison against ex-
perimental results and impact future work using the approaches laid out in this work. Firstly, the
VUMAT implementation of the SMA model was very time intensive, rendering all model runs very
computationally expensive (on the order of 100 hours). Secondly, less computationally expensive
frictionless models experienced instabilities, causing fluctuations in displacement during trans-
formation; models employing friction did not experience these issues. Moreover, the non-shape
set analyses added an additional layer of complexity over the shape set analyses with mapping
the initial material state onto the stitches in the RVE. This additional mapping procedure could
only be carried out by running the analysis from the ABAQUS input file directly, which is more
complicated than the scripting method employed in the other analyses. As a result, not only was
the geometry present in the non-shape set analyses extended (though data was only taken from
sections within the original RVE geometry), regions of the extended geometry were not properly
constrained and may have interfered with model results. Another consequence of this added com-
plexity is shown in figure 2.24. The initial state of the non-shape set stitch was determined through
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a forming analysis designed to simulate the knitting process, and these results were mapped to a
prestrain analysis to form the extended RVE. Stress state and values of internal variables remained
identical in the prestrain analysis to those of the forming analysis. However, strain values differed
greatly as a result of this mapping. Figure 2.24a shows the maximum principal strain contour on
the stitch at the end of the forming analysis. Figure 2.24b shows the same contour on the extended
RVE at the initial state of the prestrain analysis. The contour on each stitch in the initial state of
the prestrain analysis should be identical to the one shown in figure 2.24b. It is, however, not re-
motely similar. This disparity is due to the rotations each stitch instance is subjected to in building
the extended RVE; the reference frame is updated in this analysis. It is possible that the analyses
performed in this work are not affected by this disparity, as the VUMAT only sees local strain
increments and would potentially not see these large strain values. However, additional work is
needed to confirm the results presented in this paper are in fact unaffected by these large strain
values.
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Figure 2.11: Normalized displacement plotted against temperature for both constraint conditions
at three constant loads for the shape set model. Legend represents sample load with nominal stress
experienced in stitch legs in parentheses.
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Initi l Lo ded Cooled Heated
Figure 2.12: Mises stress of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load at key points in
iso-force thermal cycle. Wale length is not constrained; true uniaxial load case modeled.
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Figure 2.13: Martensitic volume fraction of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load
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Initial Loaded Cooled Heated
Figure 2.14: Mises stress of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load at key points in





Initial Loaded Cooled Heated
Figure 2.15: Martensitic volume fraction of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load at
key points in iso-force thermal cycle. Wale length is constrained.





























Pre-Event Frame Event Frame
Figure 2.16: Shape set RVE geometry at frames of interest. MVF shown as contour.
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Figure 2.17: Block force results from unconstrained and constrained analyses for shape set (SS)




















Figure 2.18: Flow chart showing hierarchy of restart jobs for the non-shape set knit.
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Figure 2.19: Normalized displacement plotted against temperature for both constraint conditions
at three constant loads for the non-shape set model. Legend represents sample load with nominal
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Initial Loaded Cooled Heated
Figure 2.20: Mises stress of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load at key points in






























































Initial Loaded Cooled Heated
Figure 2.21: Martensitic volume fraction of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load
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Initial Loaded Cooled Heated
Figure 2.22: Mises stress of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load at key points in
iso-force thermal cycle. Wale length is constrained.
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Figure 2.23: Martensitic volume fraction of the shape set garter RVE under 36 N uniaxial load at














(b) Principal strain at beginning of prestrain analysis.
Figure 2.24: Comparison of max principal strain of a single stitch at the end of the forming anal-
ysis against the extended RVE at the beginning of the prestrain analysis, restarted using imported
data from the forming analysis. Contour limits are made similar for easy comparison. Maximum
principal strain shown to be <29 in the restarted analysis.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER DETERMINATION AND VALIDATION OF KNIT
ACTUATION TEST CASES
3.1 Preliminary Characterization and Material Parameter Identification
Before a comparison can be made between the FEA model of the knitted structure and the
structure’s experimental response, the behavior of the material that comprises the structure must be
characterized. For SMAs, determining the values of identified parameters that dictate the material’s
stress-temperature response is paramount. Material properties such as transformation temperatures
and their stress dependencies are commonly determined using a combination of two techniques:
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and isobaric thermal cycling. In this study, two types of
samples, representative of the experimental knit sample materials, are examined. The first sample
consists of SAES-Getter (spool code 550004) NiTi wire of 0.3 mm diameter with no additional
heat treatment (i.e. “off the spool”). The second sample consists of wire from the same spool
subjected to a heat treatment of 600oC for 10 minutes followed by a water quench.
3.1.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Differential scanning calorimetry is a technique developed in the 1960s to measure the amount
of heat required to change the temperature of a sample with respect to a known reference [45]. Due
to the exothermic nature of forward transformation and endothermic nature of reverse transforma-
tion, this type of testing can easily be used to determine stress-free transformation temperatures;
peaks in heat flow will occur at temperatures where phase transformations occur.
The results of DSC tests performed on a heat treated sample and an off-the-spool sample are
shown in figure 3.1. The peaks of the non-heat treated sample are clearly less pronounced, partic-
ularly in the transformation into martensite. The heat treated sample, on the other hand, has very
pronounced peaks that occur at higher temperatures than the non-heat treated sample. In fact, heat
treatments have been shown to modify transformation temperatures [46, 47, 48] as well as peak
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height [48] considerably in some cases.1 The resulting stress-free transformation temperatures for
(a) Spool sample (not heat treated). (b) Sample A (heat treated).
Figure 3.1: DSC results for non-heat treated and heat treated samples.
both samples is listed in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Stress-free transformation temperatures for both heat treated and non-heat treated sam-
ples from DSC data.
oC Mf Ms As Af
Non-heat treated 52 70 61 78
Heat treated 59 68 91 105
3.1.2 Wire Characterization via Isobaric Thermal Cycling
Determining the parameters used by the Lagoudas SMA model (described in section 2.1) re-
quires characterization of material actuation under a known load case. For this, isobaric thermal
cycles were performed on wire samples according to ASTM standards [49]. Wire samples were se-
cured in custom wire grips and mounted in an MTS Insight 30 load frame with a thermal chamber.
1Additional discussion can be found in appendix 2.
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The chamber was heated to at least 20oC above Af and the sample was loaded to the testing stress.
Temperature was then cycled to at least 20oC below Mf as force was controlled. Displacement
was measured using a laser extensometer. For the non-heat treated wire, tests were performed at
200 MPa, 300 MPa, and 350 MPa. The heat treated wire saw a significant increase in unrecover-
able strain during cycling under high loading, and therefore tests were performed at lower values
of 50 MPa, 100 MPa, and 150 MPa.
3.1.3 Model Parameter Determination















Figure 3.2: Hcur curve fit to experimental data from isobaric thermal cycling wire characterization
tests.
Model parameters were determined using gradient-based optimization technique packaged in
an analysis tool implemented in Matlab previously developed by Leal [50]. The results of the
isobaric tests performed on the wires were used to calibrate model parameters such that the strain-
temperature curves for the prescribed stress generated by the mathematical tool matched those
found experimentally. The parameters determined through this method were Young’s modulus of
martensite and austenite (EM, EM), transformation temperatures, stress dependence of transforma-
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tion surfaces (CM, CA), maximum and minimum transformation strains (Hmax, Hmin), parameters
to describe the effect of stress on thermally induced transformation (k and σo), hardening coeffi-
cients (n1, n2, n3, n4), and coefficient of thermal expansion (α).
Due to large amounts of unrecoverable strain in the heat treated wire, early knit model runs
grossly over-predicted displacement upon transformation. To combat this, the parameters of Hcur
(namely Hmin, Hmax, σcrit, and k) were recalibrated using recovered strain from the isobaric ther-
mal cycles performed on the heat treated wire. The resulting relationship between Hcur and stress
is shown in figure 3.2. These values were used in the FEA model for the shape set sample. Im-
portantly, the resulting curve better fits the experimental transformation strain recovered at higher
stresses, as the knitted structures are mostly subjected to stresses greater than 100 MPa.
Table 3.2: Model parameters for the heat treated wire used in FEA simulations.
EM 96.9 GPa
EA 96.9 GPa
M s 360.4 K














As the tool used to determine these parameters and the VUMAT are different implementations
of the SMA constitutive model, a verification study was performed to compare the results of the
Matlab tool against single element ABAQUS studies employing the VUMAT. Figures 3.5 and 3.6
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(a) Results from 50 MPa test (blue) overlaid with optimizer
results.



















(b) Results from 100 MPa test (blue) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.



















(c) Results from 150 MPa test (blue) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.









(d) Results from all tests (dashed lines) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.
Figure 3.3: Results of optimized parameters plotted with data curves from isobaric tests performed
at different stresses on heat treated wire.
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(a) Results from 100 MPa test (blue) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.


















(b) Results from 200 MPa test (blue) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.


















(c) Results from 300 MPa test (blue) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.








(d) Results from all tests (dashed lines) overlaid with opti-
mizer results.
Figure 3.4: Results of optimized parameters plotted with data curves from isobaric tests performed
at different stresses on non-heat treated wire.
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Table 3.3: Model parameters for the non-heat treated wire found by optimization tool.
EM 93.9 GPa
EA 109.8 GPa
M s 344.9 K














show the results of this verification for the non-shape set and shape set material properties respec-
tively. A reasonable comparison is made between the two models, and the parameters generated
via the Matlab tool are therefore acceptable to use in the VUMAT implementation. In the verifica-
tion of the VUMAT for the shape set model parameters, large temperature increments resulted in a
divergence from the expected straight line, particularly at the austenite finish temperature.
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Figure 3.5: Non-shape set phase diagram comparison. Lines generated using Matlab implemen-
tation, points generated from ABAQUS/Explicit analyses using VUMAT implementation of SMA
constitutive model.
















Figure 3.6: Shape set phase diagram comparison. Lines generated using Matlab implementation,
points generated from ABAQUS/Explicit analyses using VUMAT implementation of SMA consti-
tutive model.
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3.2 Description of Experimental Knit Samples
Two knit samples were knit manually using 5 mm diameter needles and SAES-Getter (spool
code 550004) NiTi wire with a diameter of 0.3 mm. Each sample was composed of ten courses
(including cast on and cast off) and ten wales. During experiments, only eight courses and eight
wales were included in the load path. One sample was knitted of “off the spool” wire; this wire
is trained by the manufacturer in uniaxial tension, and this training remains in the material of this
knitted sample.
The other sample was shape set in a knitted position to relieve residual stresses incurred from
the knitting process [51]. The training imparted by the manufacturer is removed during the heat
treatment as well, and no further material training is performed on this sample. To perform the
shape setting procedure, the sample was lightly stretched to ensure contact of the needle loops
with the sinker loops and secured in a fixture, shown in figure 3.7. Sample and fixture were then
placed in an oven at 600oC for ten minutes followed by a water quench.
Figure 3.7: Sample in fixture before shape setting.
After the shape setting process, the difference between the two samples was apparent. The
shape set sample was elongated and rigid, while the as-knit sample was flexible and springy. The
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visual differences are shown in figure 3.8.
(a) Shape set sample. (b) Non-shape set sample (as knit).
Figure 3.8: Experimental samples before testing.
The knits were mounted into grips by way of high temperature aramid-fiber string. The string
was knitted through the upper and lower courses to be loaded in such a way that eight wales were
loaded. The loops of the aramid string were looped around aluminum dowels pushed through holes
in the sample grips. The samples were thermally isolated from the grips by a layer of phenolic
tubing which encircled the aluminum dowels. Reflective tape was adhered to the samples to allow
for laser extensometer measurements. The sample grips were then mounted to the MTS grips.
3.3 Iso-Force Tests
An iso-force test is a widely used SMA characterization test to describe actuator behavior under
constant load. In single wires, this test is often referred to as isobaric. Applied load is held constant
as temperature is cycled, and displacement is measured.
3.3.1 Experiment and Results
Iso-force tests were carried out for three load cases on each sample. The loading conditions
were uniaxial in the wale-wise direction, and tests were performed with load controlled to 36 N,









Figure 3.9: Shape set sample (outlined in blue) in grips before testing.
each stitch leg. A thermal chamber encased the sample and grips; laser extensometer data was
obtained through a transparent window on the chamber. The room temperature sample was nom-
inally loaded to 4.5 N (an estimated 12.5 MPa in each stitch leg). Load was controlled as the
sample was heated to 165oC (438 K). With the sample in an assumed fully austenitic state (fully
hot), load was increased to the first testing load. Temperature was then decreased to 50oC (323 K)
for the shape set sample and 20oC (293 K) for the non-shape set sample and increased again above
165oC (438 K) as load was controlled and displacement was measured. At this high temperature,
load was then increased to the next testing load. This process was repeated until the sample was
thermally cycled at all testing loads.
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Figure 3.10: Non-shape set sample in grips before testing.
Results
Unloaded in a cold state the shape set sample began the test with a 39.2 mm distance between
the two points at which the laser extensometer took measurements. Upon heating and subsequent
loading to 36 N, the sample extended to 42.15 mm. The displacements generated and recovered
through thermal cycling at each load are shown in table 3.4. The length of the three garter RVEs
covered in the range measured by the laser extensometer is plotted against temperature in figure
3.11.
Notably, the shape-set sample both extended and recovered the most at the lowest load. One
possible reason for this could be related to the dual mechanisms generating displacement in this
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study: the knit structure geometry and the material transformation. As the material transforms, the
stitch legs contribute the majority of transformation strain to the extension of the knit structure;
in addition, the knit stitch shape changes due to transformation in the loops and allows additional
lengthening of the sample. The displacement that can be attributed to the change in geometry is
greater than that from the transformation strain generated in the stitch legs. Under lower loads,
the knit geometry shift contributes more to displacement generation than at higher loads, where
the structure becomes disadvantageously deformed. In addition, retained martensite due to the
continuous thermal cycles with no unloading also contributed to the reduction in displacement due
to transformation at higher loads.

























Figure 3.11: Displacement vs. temperature response of the shape set sample under constant load
for one continuous test.
None of the tests resulted in full recovery due to the generation of unrecoverable strain in the
loops of the stitch. Unrecovered martensite resulting from an increased stress state during struc-
tural shift makes up a large portion of this unrecovered displacement, though plastic deformation
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36 5.50 2.65 48.2
72 4.73 1.91 40.3
108 2.14 0.79 36.9
may also play a role. Material response cannot perfectly recover displacements generated from
structural shifts due to the complex geometry of knits. Upon sufficient cycling, full recovery can
be achieved [18], though this occurs at greatly reduced displacements as the primary displacement
generation mechanism transitions from geometric deformation to material transformation.
As in the shape set sample, the non-shape set sample did not achieve full recovery for any
of the cycles. Unlike the shape set sample, however, percent of displacement generated that was
recovered increased as load increased. The non-shape set structure relies considerably more on
structural shift to generate displacement than the shape set structure, indicated by the sloped trans-
formation curves in figure 3.12; this sample therefore saw more displacement generation at the
lowest load than the shape set sample. Displacement generation decreased as load increased in
a manner comparable to the shape set sample, as shown by figure 3.13, which displays the dis-
placement generated and recovered during each thermal cycle performed on both the shape set
and non-shape set samples. As load increases, each thermal cycle tends to both generate and re-
cover less displacement than the thermal cycle performed under the next lowest load. This can be
attributed to the accumulated martensite resulting from the lack of unloading between thermal cy-
cles. Full recovery was not achieved due to increased stress in the loops of the stitches, and without
unloading to allow full recovery into austenite the martensite in the loops remained in the struc-
ture during the following cycles. Displacement due to transformation of the following cycles was
therefore smaller as less austenite was available to transform upon cooling. Non-shape set samples
may have recovered a higher percentage of displacement generated due to the higher temperature
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utilized in thermal cycles for this experiment.

























Figure 3.12: Displacement vs. temperature response of the non-shape set sample under constant
load for one continuous test.
The experimental results were also compared against existing literature. Iso-force thermal
cycles were performed under low loads [16] on a non-shape set sample with 15 courses and 15
wales knitted in a garter pattern from 0.381 mm wire. Recovery strain ζ = lm−la
lm
for these cycles
was obtained, where lm is the length of the cooled sample and la is the length of the sample after
recovery. These results were compared against the recovery strains obtained from the iso-force
experiments performed in this work under significantly higher loads. Force applied was normalized
by number of wales for a closer comparison. Figure 3.14 shows the comparison between this work
and reported literature for recovery strain against applied force. The trends in each indicate a
reduction in recovery strain under higher loads. It is important to note that experiments performed
in this work and in the referenced work were initiated from the lowest load and not unloaded
between cycles.
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Figure 3.13: Displacement generated and recovered from thermal cycling both the shape set (SS)
and non-shape set (NSS) samples at a given load.

























Figure 3.14: Force per wale against recovery strain comparison. Results from shape set (SS Exp)
and non-shape set experiments (NSS Exp) are compared against results reported in literature [16].
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Table 3.5: Displacement generated and recovered from thermal cycling the non-shape set sample






36 7.60 3.85 50.7
72 3.90 2.21 56.7
108 2.13 1.38 64.8
3.3.2 Comparison of Model and Experimental Results
The results of the iso-force experiments indicated that true uniaxial loading was not achieved.
When compared with the results of the uniaxial model, the experiment underperformed in both
loading-based and transformation-induced extension. The failure to achieve a truly uniaxial load-
ing scheme during the experiment is likely a result of the boundary conditions through which each
sample was attached to the grips. The aramid fiber string used to knit each sample to the metal
dowels of the grips was intended to provide equal loading to each wale, as the knitting technique
allowed for sliding of the string, thereby equalizing load along the course. The dowels, however,
were static and not spaced according to wale length, causing a misalignment between the dowels
and the wales. Even in a minimally loaded configuration, a small force in the course-wise direction
was applied to the sample via the attachments at the outermost wales. As load increased and the
sample structurally displaced, the wale length decreased further, exacerbating the angle at which
the aramid string connected with the sample and in turn increased the course-wise loading. Truly
uniaxial experiments would require a load equalizing attachment method that allows for sample
contraction via wale length shortening.
Figure 3.15 shows the normalized displacement resulting from transformation of the shape
set sample as it compares to the shape set model runs for the unconstrained case and constrained
case. The unconstrained case represents a truly uniaxial case and allows the largest amount of
possible structural extension for the given geometry; wale length is not constrained, and thus sinker
loops are able to slide, enabling the maximum amount of both wale length shortening and course
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extension from structural contributions. The constrained model utilizes a fixed wale length; no
sliding of sinker loops is allowed, and very little structural displacement is provided in extension.
The experimental sample, however, allowed sinker loops to slide, though a gradually increasing
force may have opposed this. As the sample wale length decreased, the angle swept between
the sample edge and the aramid fiber attachment increased, leading to an increased course-wise
force which opposed wale length shortening. The geometric deformation leading to extension
of the experimental sample is therefore considerably improved over the constrained model while
not achieving that of the unconstrained model. The experiment falls between the constrained and
unconstrained models, as expected.
Figure 3.16 shows the normalized displacement of the iso-force thermal cycles carried out
at 72 N for the shape set experimental sample and the constrained and unconstrained models.
The experiment is shown to achieve a similar magnitude of extension upon transformation as the
constrained model. This is likely due to retained martensite in the experiment, and is discussed
further in section 3.3.3.
Figure 3.17 shows the normalized extension of the shape set experimental sample compared
with that of the constrained and unconstrained models for an iso-force thermal cycle performed at a
load of 108 N. Here, the experiment is clearly shown to achieve less extension upon transformation
than the constrained model.
Figure 3.18 shows the normalized displacement due to thermal cycling of the non-shape set
structure, effectively showing percent length of an RVE during a thermal cycle. The experiment
extends more than both the unconstrained and constrained models at a fully cooled state, rather
than extending to a value between the unconstrained and constrained extension at a cooled state
as expected. Recall from section 2.7.2 that the non-shape set sample undergoes stress-induced
transformation due to initial loading prior to thermal cycling. Starting temperature of the analysis
greatly affects stress-induced transformation; a higher temperature during stress-induced transfor-
mation will lead to the generation of less martensite under the same loading than a cooler tem-
perature. The model analyses were performed starting at 147oC, while the experiment was loaded
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Figure 3.15: Normalized extension and recovery due to thermal cycling achieved under 36 N
load (100 MPa in stitch legs) by experiment compared against model predictions for the shape set
sample.


























Figure 3.16: Normalized extension and recovery due to thermal cycling achieved under 72 N
load (200 MPa in stitch legs) by experiment compared against model predictions for the shape set
sample.
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Figure 3.17: Normalized extension and recovery due to thermal cycling achieved under 108 N
load (300 MPa in stitch legs) by experiment compared against model predictions for the shape set
sample.





























Figure 3.18: Normalized extension and recovery due to thermal cycling achieved under 36 N load
(100 MPa in stitch legs) by experiment compared against model predictions for the non-shape set
sample.
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at 184oC; less martensite was likely generated by the experimental sample during initial loading
than what the model predicted due to this temperature disparity. Therefore, upon cooling, addi-
tional martensitic transformation was allowed in the experiment than in the models, leading to a
greater normalized displacement from the experiment than both models. Moreover, the experiment
was cooled to a lower temperature than both models; some regions of the models did not reflect a
martensitic volume fraction value of 1.0, indicating that additional cooling would generate at least
some additional martensite.
Figure 3.19 shows a comparison of normalized displacement of iso-force thermal cycles per-
formed on the non-shape set experimental sample and the models performed under a constant load
of 72 N. As in the 36 N non-shape set iso-force comparison, the normalized displacement of the
experimental sample is again greater than that achieved by the unconstrained model. This differs
from the performance of the shape set sample under 72 N, where the shape set experiment under-
performed against the constrained model due to retained martensite in the material. This indicates
that the effect of stress-induced transformation during loading is more significant at this temper-
ature difference than the residual martensite retained in the experimental sample due to a lack of
unloading the sample. Like the 36 N non-shape set models, the models for the 72 N iso-force runs
would achieve additional transformation with additional cooling.
Figure 3.20 shows the normalized displacement results of the 108 N iso-force experimental
results compared against the unconstrained and constrained model runs for the non-shape set knit.
A significant reduction in transformation displacement is obvious compared against cycles un-
der lower loads, as the high load induces a large geometric deformation prior to thermal cycling.
Notably, the constrained model outperforms the unconstrained model at this load. This is likely
because material transformation in the stitch legs becomes the dominating mechanism of displace-
ment generation at this load, and due to geometric deformation larger regions of the unconstrained
model are transformed during initial loading than the constrained. This means that the constrained
model can generate more displacement upon cooling, as larger regions are able to transform into
martensite than in the unconstrained model. The experiment appears to follow the constrained
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Figure 3.19: Normalized extension and recovery due to thermal cycling achieved under 72 N load
(200 MPa in stitch legs) by experiment compared against model predictions of the non-shape set
sample.


























Figure 3.20: Normalized extension and recovery due to thermal cycling achieved under 108 N load
(300 MPa in stitch legs) by experiment compared against model predictions of the non-shape set
sample.
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model. In this case, the retained martensite from the previous experiments likely offset the dispar-
ity generated from the temperature difference.
3.3.3 Discussion
The results of the 36 N iso-force thermal cycles performed with the shape set considerations
were as expected: normalized extension of the experimental sample fell between the unconstrained
and constrained model results. This indicates that a true uniaxial load case was not achieved in the
experimental setup. However, the experimental results for the shape set 72 N and 108 N iso-force
thermal cycles did not behave in this manner. In fact, for the 72 N case the normalized displacement
was slightly lower than that of the constrained model.
It is important to note that during the experiment, the cycles were performed in an increasing
order (i.e. 36 N was performed first, then 72 N, finally 108 N), and the sample was not unloaded
between cycles. The only test that began from a zero-load state was the 36 N test. At the end of
the 36 N cycle, full recovery is not achieved, indicating that unrecovered martensite remains in the
material. This can be seen in both the constrained and unconstrained models as well, as the stress
increase in the bends raises the temperature required for reverse transformation into austenite. The
model, however, begins each iso-force thermal cycle simulation from an unloaded state; in this
case, the RVE is fully austenitic at the beginning of each loading cycle.
When the experimental sample is not unloaded at the end of the 36 N thermal cycle, the un-
recovered martensite remains in the material. Thus, this martensite cannot be generated upon
forward transformation; therefore, the magnitude of transformation is reduced. This manifests
in figure 3.16, where the extension upon transformation is now similar to that of the constrained
model, rather than between the constrained and unconstrained as expected.
This phenomenon is further exacerbated in the 108 N cycle with the shape set sample, where
additional unrecovered martensite from the 72 N cycle remains in the system. The magnitude of
displacement generated upon cooling is significantly less than expected. It is therefore recom-
mended that future experiments begin all trials from an unloaded state.
With regards to fitting of model parameters of the shape set sample, good matching in curve
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shape between both constrained and unconstrained models and the experimental runs is generally
obtained during forward transformation. On reverse transformation, however, the model results
tend to have longer, flatter curves with higher transformation temperatures than the experiment.
This is likely due to poor calibration of model parameters affecting reverse transformation. Addi-
tional calibrations based on isobaric thermal cycles with a single wire would likely improve model
performance on recovery with respect to experimental results, though calibrating to knit experi-
mental data may also offer improvement.
Non-shape set samples produced narrow displacement generation and recovery curves and in
the three load cases tested saw greater extensions than predicted by the model. This is due to a
number of factors. Model simulations did not closely match the temperature ranges imposed on the
experiment. Not only did this lead to incomplete forward transformation of the model upon cool-
ing, but the cooler temperature upon loading allowed for a greater accumulation of stress-induced
martensite than what the experimental sample likely experienced. This reduced the displacement
generated by the models during transformation. Unlike the shape set counterpart, the non-shape set
experimental thermal cycle performed at 72 N outperformed the displacement generation predicted
by the model. At 108 N, however, the retained martensite in the experiment offset the disparity
created by the difference in temperature of the model, and the experimental results appeared to
follow the results of the constrained model. Importantly, the constrained model also generated
more displacement than the unconstrained model during transformation for this initial state and
load case only. This is because the unconstrained model is at a state of deformation upon loading
which allows no further inter-loop sliding, and transformation in the stitch legs is the only avail-
able method of displacement generation. The constrained model, however, has a region of the
stitch loop that is able to transform during cooling, allowing some amount of inter-stitch sliding.
This, in addition to the transformation of the stitch legs, allows the constrained model to produce a
higher displacement than the unconstrained model for this case. The martensitic volume fractions
of the unconstrained and constrained models at this initial loading are shown in figure 3.21.






Figure 3.21: Martensitic volume fraction at initial loaded state for 108 N (300 MPa) for both
constrained and unconstrained models.
transformation temperatures; as load increased, the temperature at which displacement generation
occurred decreased. This is likely explained in part by a lack of geometric deformation that occurs
during transformation at high load levels, particularly at 108 N of constant load. As previously
discussed, geometric deformation is responsible for a majority of displacement generation and is
enabled by transformation in the stitch loops. Under this load state, the loops and portions of the
stitch legs are in stress-induced martensite, and almost no additional bending of stitch loops is
induced due to cooling. The only mechanism able to generate displacement is martensitic trans-
formation of lower stress regions of the legs, which due to stitch geometry are at or lower than
the 300 MPa anticipated from the 108 N applied load. Not only is the relative magnitude of this
displacement generation very small, but the stresses of these regions are sufficiently low to drive
transformation temperatures to a much cooler temperature than expected.
3.4 Block Force Tests
A block force test is an SMA characterization test designed to explore the maximum amount
of force a sample is capable of producing through thermal cycling under a fixed displacement.
Special considerations were taken in both the modeling and performing of this test, as best practice
for modeling and experimenting with SMA suggests loading the material from an austenite parent
phase. Block force tests are less common in modern literature as they are less indicative of SMA
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actuator behavior than iso-force tests in particular. However, since smart fabrics may be subject
to vastly different boundary conditions than typical actuators, blocking force characterization is
pertinent to this study.
3.4.1 Experiment and Results
This experiment was performed on both the shape set and non-shape set sample after each had
undergone the full course of iso-force testing. A thermal chamber encased the sample and grips;
laser extensometer data was obtained through a transparent window on the chamber. The unloaded
sample was heated to a fully austenitic state above 165oC (438 K) and loaded to 36 N, providing an
estimated 100 MPa of uniaxial stress through the legs of each stitch. The sample was then cooled
under force-controlled conditions to 55oC (328 K) for the shape set sample and 20oC (293 K)
for the non-shape set sample. Force control was then deactivated and grip displacement was held
constant. Temperature was then increased to 165oC (438 K) while the force generated through the
contraction of the sample was measured.
Results
Figure 3.22 shows the results of the shape set experimental block force test. The test was ini-
tiated at high temperature (165oC) and cooled under load control at 36 N to 55oC. In the shape
set sample, this low temperature was sufficient to ensure full transformation into martensite. At
the cold temperature, crosshead motion was controlled to be zero and load measurements were
taken. Despite a constant temperature reading, load increased to 55.6 N. This is likely due to
thermal expansion of the grips, which, due to a large thermal mass, did not equilibrate to the low
temperature before load control was deactivated. Temperature was then increased, and transfor-
mation initiated around 80oC. Load increased as the sample transformed, achieving a maximum of
174.9 N at 109oC. At this point, the test was terminated to prevent the load cell from overloading.
A discontinuity in the slope of the load-temperature curve occurs just before termination; this is
a result of the test stopping and restarting at this point. It is nearly impossible to isolate the force
contributions of the knit from those of the expanding fixtures, and therefore this test is likely an
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Figure 3.22: Blocking force generated by shape set sample under constant displacement.
overestimation of performance.
Figure 3.23 shows the results of the non-shape set experimental block force test. Similar fea-
tures from the shape set experiment are present here, particularly at the cold state, where thermally
expanding fixtures increased the load with no measured change in sample temperature. Maximum
load was achieved at 117oC and is shown to be 132.3 N. However, continued heating results in a
decrease in load, which is not typical for a block force test. Load at test finish was 114.9 N. This
may be a result of either thermal expansion of the fixtures or deformation of the sample, as after
transformation the only available mechanisms for relaxation are plastic deformation and fixture ex-
pansion. However, plastic deformation of the sample is most likely to occur in the loop segments
and would not likely cause a relaxation of this magnitude.
3.4.2 Comparison of Model and Experimental Results
The challenges faced in performing the block force tests experiments, particularly thermal ex-
pansion of the fixtures, render comparison against model data difficult due to the complicated
interdependencies of stress and temperature on SMA transformation. Figure 3.24 shows the shape
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Figure 3.23: Blocking force generated by non-shape set sample under constant displacement.
set experimental block force data plotted against the model data for the same size sample for un-
constrained and constrained cases. The experiment appears to exhibit the highest force output for
the given temperature at every point and does not fall between the unconstrained and constrained
model results. In addition, the experiment begins transformation much sooner compared to the
models. Due to thermal expansion of the fixtures, the experimental sample is at a higher stress
state (by way of experiencing higher load) than the model before heating; however, increased
stress tends to increase transformation temperatures, so this shift is more likely due to a bad cal-
ibration of parameters affecting reverse transformation. Overall, the general trend of the experi-
mental data indicates that the model predicts force generation of comparable orders of magnitude.
With improved calibration and better controlled experiments, force generation under constrained
displacement may be more reasonably predicted with this model.
Figure 3.25 shows the results of the experimental block force test compared against the model
predictions for the non-shape set sample. As in the shape set case, the experiment appears to output
more force for every temperature than either model prediction. Transformation of the constrained
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of blocking force generated by shape set sample under constant displace-
ment.
model appears to begin around the temperature at which the analysis started. Note that additional
cooling to ensure complete martensitic transformation should have been employed prior to the
block force analysis. Transformation of the experiment appears to begin around 50oC, but due
to the higher stress state the experiment is in at the higher load state, reverse transformation is
expected to begin at a cooler temperature under the proper conditions for this block force test.
Additional work is needed to draw a proper comparison between the block force experiment and
the model for a non-shape set structure.
3.4.3 Discussion
The experimental block force tests in this work would benefit from many improvements. In
particular and perhaps most importantly, this test was affected considerably by thermal expansion
of the fixtures resulting from the crosshead control method used to fix the displacement of the
knit samples. This coupled with a slight delay in temperature stabilization of the fixtures caused
a significant initial increase in load upon fixing the crosshead motion as the temperature of the
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Figure 3.25: Blocking force generated by non-shape set sample under constant displacement.
thermally massive fixtures continued to stabilize and induce thermal expansion. Future studies
should utilize fixtures with lower coefficients of thermal expansion and decrease temperature rate
significantly to allow for thermal stabilization of all fixtures.
As mentioned in section 3.3.3, calibration of model parameters affecting reverse transformation
for the shape set sample was poor. Since block force tests are solely affected by reverse transfor-
mation, this offset the reverse transformation temperatures of the model from those of the shape set
block force experiment significantly. In addition, the shape set experimental sample reached the
limits allowed by the load cell during this test, and therefore the test was terminated prematurely.
The combination of load cell limits, poor calibration, and thermal expansion of the fixtures render
comparison of this experiment with the model results very difficult.
The non-shape set results for both iso-force and block force tests would benefit from many
improvements as well. In particular, more carefully considered temperature ranges should be em-
ployed for both iso-force and block force FEA analyses. Disparities in temperature alone caused
misalignment in displacement magnitudes when compared with experiments. Additionally, un-
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constrained models experienced very limited displacement recovery while experiments and con-
strained recovered some displacement. This may indicate that course-wise forces are important to
structural recovery during reverse transformation.
3.5 Conclusions
Models of knitted structures must carefully consider many aspects of the proposed experimen-
tal tests to achieve accurate results. Shape set models behaved in the most expected manner. The
results of the shape set 36 N iso-force experiment compared against the model results demonstrate
significant potential for accurate model prediction of knit performance with careful consideration
of boundary conditions. Due to the high loads studied in this work, full recovery in both experi-
ments and models is not achieved. Therefore, it is important during iso-force experiments to unload
between thermal cycles to avoid the accumulation of unrecovered martensite. If full recovery is
desired, continued cycling under constant load may eventually saturate the unrecovered sections,
allowing transformation to occur only in stitch legs.
Non-shape set models and experiments were found to be sensitive to initial temperature and
loading conditions. The initial stress state of the knitted wire led to stress induced transformation
upon loading, greatly reducing the magnitude of displacement upon thermally induced transforma-
tion when compared with the shape set models. In future work, temperature ranges that are more
similar to those used in experiments should be used in modeling non-shape set structures.
Block force experiments suffered as a result of uncontrolled thermal expansion in the fixtures
holding the sample. Models predicted high force outputs where geometry recovery (i.e. recovery
of structural displacement) was possible, and while experiments indicated potential high force
outputs, additional tests with careful considerations for fixture expansion must be performed to
confirm this.
Overall, as geometric deformation was a dominant factor in transformation displacement mag-
nitude, increased loading inhibited performance as it induced irrecoverable geometric deformation.
The deformed geometry rendered the restoring forces of transformation insufficient to recover the
original geometry.
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It is recommended that some experiments performed in this work be repeated and compared
against model results. Shape set iso-force cycles performed under 72 N and 108 N loads should be
revisited, each cycle initiating from an unloaded hot state. This is expected to reduce accumulated
martensite (which results from continuous cycling) and lead to experimental performance in the
ranges predicted via model runs. In addition, non-shape set iso-force experiments from all loads
studied should be performed subjected to the same temperature range as implemented in the model.
Each of these cycles should also be initiated from an unloaded hot state. This is expected to not
only reduce martensite accumulation as in the shape set experiments, but to generate martensite
upon loading in a manner more consistent with model predictions.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Summary
This work explored the implementation of a finite element model of a knitted SMA structure
under multiple representative load cases. Models for shape set structures and non-shape set struc-
tures were explored. Iso-force thermal cycles under three different high loads were modeled and
compared against experimental results. Block force analyses were also performed and compared
against experimental results. For all representative load cases modeled, two constraint cases were
studied: a constrained case, where wale length is held fixed, and an unconstrained case, where
wale length is allowed to shorten thereby enabling significant displacement due to geometric de-
formation. The unconstrained case represents a true uniaxial load case. However, a true uniaxial
load case was not achieved experimentally, indicating a need for improved fixturing that allows for
the macro-scale Poisson effect (i.e. wale length shortening during geometric deformation).
Shape set iso-force models compared as expected with experiments for the 36 N load case.
Experimentally, when performing multiple thermal cycles, the importance of unloading between
each loaded thermal cycle became apparent due to the accumulation of unrecovered martensite.
Shape set block force models predicted high force outputs; experiments were unreliable due to
thermally expanding fixtures and limited load cell capacity. Non-shape set knit structures were
shown to be more sensitive to their initial temperature and load conditions than shape set structures
due to their pre-stressed state, which caused the generation of stress-induced transformation during
loading under constant high temperature.
4.2 Challenges
Both experimental and modeling aspects of this work experienced challenges. The experi-
mental challenges faced were fairly straightforward and mostly attributed to insufficient fixturing
methods. Though fixtures used in this work were intended to evenly distribute load to each wale,
large structural displacements were not taken into account or accommodated due to the fixed con-
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nection points on the grip. Additionally, these fixtures were very responsive to thermal stimuli, and
thermal expansion was a major factor in the poor experimental results of the block force tests.
With regards to challenges experienced in the modeling effort, computational expense may
hinder more complex analyses of knitted SMA structures. The VUMAT employed in this work
greatly increased computation time, and analyses took on the order of 10 to 100 hours to complete.
Additional complexities in the non-shape set analyses including strain mapping and potential in-
terference with the extended segments of the RVE require further study and confirmation.
4.3 Further Study
This work represents a preliminary study in knitted SMA performance under high loads. The
basic understanding of knit performance gained can be applied to other investigations of knitted
SMAs, including additional knit architectures and load cases. In future work, key lessons learned
will be implemented. Future experimental iso-force tests will fully unload each sample between
thermal cycles, allowing full reverse transformation. Experiments to be repeated for improved
comparison against model results presented here include 72 N and 108 N iso-force tests for both
shape set and non-shape set samples; experiments will be initiated from an unloaded state and will
take measures to match temperature profiles utilized by the modeling analyses. In addition, future
experimental block force tests will take measures to control fixture thermal expansion. Experi-
ments with larger samples and carefully considered fixtures toward a true uniaxial load case are
also recommended.
Future modeling efforts will focus on non-shape set studies. Errors in strain mapping will
be investigated and resolved, and temperature ranges modeled will be adjusted to correspond to
experiments. Inconsistencies with forward transformation temperatures at high loads will also be
studied. In addition, efforts to reduce computational expense will be implemented. For example,
contact area is for constrained cases is shown to be relatively small and predictable; therefore, a
reduced region can be checked for contact in this type of analysis. Inefficiencies in the current
implementation of the material model will also be investigated and reduced where possible.
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APPENDIX A
METHOD OF DEVELOPING TANGENT LINES BETWEEN CIRCLES
In developing knit structure geometries, the generation of perfectly tangent lines is important
for reducing stress concentrations which occur at the connection points between the stitch legs and
needle and sinker loops. The following method is used to develop inner tangent lines [52].
Circles with centers A1 and A2 have radii of R1 and R2 respectively. These circles will be
referred to as circle 1 and circle 2. First, three construction circles are drawn. Two circles of radius
R1 plus R2 are constructed with centers A1 and A2 respectively. A third circle with the center
at the midpoint between the two circle centers is drawn such that the circle passes through both
A1 and A2. Intersection points between the center construction circle and the construction circles
with centers A1 and A2 are noted. The intersection points closest to the desired tangent line are
marked B1 and B2. Next, two construction lines are drawn, connecting B1 with A1 and B2 with A2
respectively. The intersection points between these lines and circles 1 and 2 are marked as C1 and
C2. The tangent line between circles 1 and 2 is the line that connects C1 with C2. The tangent line













Figure A.2: Construction circles added: Circles with radius of R1+R2 and centers A1 and A2










Figure A.3: Construction lines added from A1 to B1 and A2 to B2. Intersection points C1 and C2
used to construct tangent line.
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APPENDIX B
CHANGES IN DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY RESULTS ACROSS
KNITTED SAMPLES
The knitting process, particularly when performed manually, greatly deforms wire to create
interlocking loops. Cold working has been shown to impact transformation properties and widen
martensitic peaks [48]. The deformations imparted during the knitting process may also influence
transformation properties in a similar manner. Figure B.1 shows the results of DSC tests performed
on wire off the spool (figure B.1a) and wire from a non-shape set knit sample (figure B.1b). These
results represent the cooling curve only and are not normalized by the baseline run to more clearly
show the martensitic peaks. The martensitic peak of the spool sample is wide and slight. The peak
of the non-shape set knit sample is almost unnoticeable, as it has widened considerably (further
analysis confirms that a martensitic peak is in fact present). This indicates that knitting does
influence transformation properties in a similar way to cold working, though the impacts of this
are yet to be investigated.
(a) Spool sample (not heat treated). (b) As knit, non-shape set sample.
Figure B.1: Non-normalized DSC results during cooling for wire taken off the spool and wire from
a non-heat treated knit sample.
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APPENDIX C
COMMENTS ON MODEL STABILITY
Models developed using explicit solution methods of finite element analysis must carefully
consider accuracy of the generated solution and model stability. Many factors affect model stability
but solution time increment is often the most important. Time increment is also paramount in
computational expense, and maximum time increment that allows model stability is desired. A
study investigating model stability due to time increment was performed for a simple displacement
of the shape set knit model. Importantly, this study was performed using a frictionless contact
formulation. The results of this study indicate that the smallest time increment studied produces
an unstable model. Though oscillations were present in the analyses performed using larger
Figure C.1: Results of time step study.
time increments, their similarities regardless of time increment indicates time increment is not
the culprit. In fact, frictionless models suffered from an oscillatory phenomenon due to a lack of
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dissipative mechanisms. Contact between stitches resulted in a lightly damped vibrational effect
which caused fluctuations in reaction force. Analysis time scale was increased to reduce the effect
of these dynamic instabilities, though ultimately the addition of friction sufficiently damped these
vibrations. As models became more computationally expensive, particularly with the addition of
non-shape set considerations, analysis time scale was reduced to decrease computation time and
this vibrational effect was not observed.
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